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ABSTRACT 

This study provides a system dynamics (SD) model of make-to-order (MTO) production and 
discusses the key factors of production improvement. The proposed system can be divided 
into three subsystems: income/cost, order/production, and human resources (HR). The time 
delay between customer demand, production demand, order quantity, material demand, and 
inventory is considered in a practical application. In addition, this paper considers how the 
cycle time is affected by the total input of HR; how unit transportation cost is influenced by 
the delivery quantity; and how unit penalty (shortage) cost is affected by the amount of 
shortage. The production capacity, yield, and holding cost needed to satisfy practical 
demands are all considered. A simulation approach to MTO production for meeting contract 
requests is presented in this study. Simulation results reveal that the amount of shortage will 
be the most important factor affecting the policy for the replenishment of material. 
Although the rise in production capacity leads to a reduced amount of shortage, it does not 
play a significant role. A sensitivity analysis of the replenishment of material policy is 
conducted to find out the best suggested policy. The SD model is also shown to quickly 
simulate changes in system behaviour, which allows an organisation enough time to respond 
to and conquer any unpredictable situation that might occur. 

OPSOMMING 

‘n Stelseldinamika model van ‘n vervaardig-op-bestelling proses word gestel en die 
sleutelfaktore vir proses verbetering word bespreek. Die voorgestelde sisteem kan in drie 
subsisteme verdeel word, naamlik inkomste/koste, bestelling/produksie en menslike 
hulpbronne. Die tydsverloop tussen die kliëntevereiste, produksievereiste, bestelling 
hoeveelheid, materiaalvereiste en voorraad word in ‘n praktiese toepassing oorweeg. Verder 
word daar gekyk na hoe die siklustyd affekteer word deur die menslike hulpbron insette, hoe 
eenheidsvervoerkoste deur afleweringshoeveelheid beïnvloed word en hoe 
eenheidstekortkoste deur die hoeveelheid stoorspasie beïnvloed word. Die 
produksiekapasiteit, -opbrengs en bergkoste benodig om praktiese vereistes te bevredig 
word oorweeg. A simulasie gebaseerde benadering tot vervaardig-op-bestelling produksie 
word voorgehou. Die simulasie resultate toon dat die tekort die belangrikste faktor is wat die 
materiaalvervangingsbeleid beïnvloed. Alhoewel verhoogde produksiekapasiteit tot ‘n 
verminderde tekort lei, speel dit nie ‘n beduidende rol nie. ‘n Sensitiwiteitsanalise van die 
materiaalvervangingsbeleid is gedoen om die beste beleid voor te stel. Die stelseldinamika 
model word ook gebruik om vinnig veranderinge in die stelselgedrag te simuleer – dit gee ‘n 
organisasie genoeg tyd om op onvoorspelde situasies wat hulself voor doen te reageer en te 
oorkom. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Schiuma et al. [31] describe systems thinking as a powerful approach to understanding the 
‘real system’, which emphasises the relationships between the system’s parts rather than 
the parts themselves [31]. Systems thinking is a qualitative process, while its quantitative 
process is called simulation. Yim et al. [40] proposed that system dynamics (SD) is a 
simulation of knowledge-based decision-making. Larsen et al. [22] stated that simulation is 
generally thought of as a tool for forecasting and prediction. Simulation is used primarily to 
forecast a variety of complex systems, and as a tool to help a team of managers understand a 
company’s problems and opportunities, both current and future [22].  
 
Systems thinking is the process of thinking about systems, talking about the characteristics of 
systems, acknowledging that systems are important, discussing some of the insights from 
system archetypes, and relating the experiences that people have with systems. Systems 
thinking is teaching about systems, and can be a door-opener and an incentive to go deeper 
into the study of systems. On the other hand, SD modelling is learning by doing. It is learning 
through the process of being surprised by the mistakes one makes. SD modelling is a 
participative activity in which one learns by trial, error, and practice [15].  
 
Systems thinking has its origins in biology, but it has been applied widely in different 
scientific disciplines: from medicine and engineering to psychology, from economics and 
business management to art, and so on [2,5,8,10,12,16,19,37]. SD is used as a modelling tool 
because of its rigorous approach in capturing inter-relationships among variables, and in 
handling dynamic aspects of the system’s behaviour [29]. Suryani et al. [32,33] mention that 
SD is used to model and to generate scenarios for forecasting demand and evaluating policy 
scenarios, enabling us to understand the nonlinear dynamics of behaviour under uncertain 
conditions. 
 
SD, initially developed by Forrester [15], is a method for qualitatively describing and 
analysing complex systems, and quantitatively simulating system behaviour. Currently, SD 
has been applied in many diverse areas such as software development, strategic planning, 
and project management [13,23,24,30,41]. SD can be divided into two stages: qualitative 
and quantitative analysis. Tako and Robinson [35] state that there is a widely-held belief that 
SD is used mostly to model problems at a strategic level. Suryani et al. [32,33] argue that the 
main characteristics of SD are the existence of a complex system, the change of system 
behaviour from time to time, and the existence of the closed feedback loop. 
 
Based on the above-mentioned reasons, a simulation of a system would be a better method  
to understand and analyze system behaviour. That is, SD is a good choice for forecasting the 
behaviour of a particular system. There have been several applications of the SD model in the 
literature. For example, Quaddus and Intrapairot [29] developed an SD-based decision 
support system to analyse the impact that management policies have on the diffusion of data 
warehouses (DW) in a large commercial bank in Thailand. Lyneis [26] developed an SD model 
to  forecast the demand  of commercial jets in the aircraft industry. Suryani et al. [32] 
developed an SD model to analyse and forecast future air passenger demand, based on the 
capacity of runways and passenger terminals, in order to support long-term growth. While 
the demand for air travel is difficult to forecast, it is important to use SD [26]. In addition, 
Chen et al. [11] proposed an SD model that simulates the management process of a power 
grid-related engineering project. Larsen et al. [22] argued that SD can help users to 
understand a service company’s growth potential, as well as its limitations. Xu and Li [38] 
developed an SD model with fuzzy multiple objective programming, which can be used to 
study complex interactions in an industrial system. 
 
The total cost of production should include certain elements, such as any holding and penalty 
costs [36]. Traditionally, the cost of holding inventory is assumed to increase linearly by a 
rate that is equal to a percentage of the product’s value [3,7]. In addition, Liu and Li [25], 
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Kosuch and Lisser [21], and Estevez-Fernandez [13] have all discussed the penalty cost of the 
total cost in their studies . Moreover, the production yield is regarded as an important factor 
in production planning [6,17,20,27] because a better production yield would result in lower 
cost losses. Furthermore, ‘delivery on time’ is an important issue; meeting due dates 
promised to customers is considered to be the most important goal of scheduling [28]. If an 
organisation does not meet a customer’s order deadline, the organisation will decrease its 
competitive advantage and lose its market share. Thus meeting the delivery deadline of 
contracts is very important. 
 
In the literature, several authors have considered the topic of performance improvement. 
For example, Schiuma et al. [31] apply a systems thinking framework to assess the dynamics 
of knowledge assets in improving business performance. Their framework provides a better 
understanding of why and how initiatives to manage knowledge assets better can be turned 
into value creation mechanisms with positive impacts on business performance; this is seen 
as fundamental to avoiding the misallocation of resources [31]. Cannon [9] discusses the 
robustness of inventory improvement as an indicator of overall financial performance. Xu [39] 
states that there are many advantages to analysing performance at the design level, rather 
than waiting until system testing [39]. Aburas [1] recognises that evaluating the corporate 
performance of a multi-business company is complicated because it should be viewed from 
various perspectives and has to satisfy multiple objectives. Taggart and Kienhöfer [34] 
propose that some commonly-used operational performance measures are on-time-delivery, 
inventory turns, and direct labour use. Besides, the  simulation modelling is applied to 
investigate  the concept of performance analysis [18]. 
 
The above-mentioned studies reveal that simulation could be a good approach for predicting 
behaviour. By inputting different parameters and various policy scenarios, the simulation can 
produce different results  of system behaviour. With this type of tool, an organisation can 
apply the forecasting behaviour to adjust its future input data or policy scenarios of an SD 
model, in order to meet the company’s goals or customers’ satisfaction.  
 
This study conducts a behaviour prediction and sensitivity analysis of different policy 
scenarios for make-to-order (MTO) production, with the aim of suggesting an optimal policy. 
An SD model is constructed to simulate and adjust the MTO production plan in order to satisfy 
the customers’ needs, and thus pursue a better profit and reputation. The simulation results 
of the proposed SD model can provide the references for adjusting the future production 
environment to meet such a complex and fast-changing industry environment.  

2 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Vensim software is used to develop the SD model and to conduct the simulation of the MTO 
production. The input parameter for the model is provided by the customer’s needs, which 
links to the order quantity and desired delivery time. Based on this situation, the SD model 
considers the order quantity and desired delivery time as a contract request. Thus, the 
customer demand and contract request are provided as the input parameters in the SD model 
(shown in Figure 1a,b). The proposed SD model is divided into three subsystems: income/cost, 
order/production, and human resources (HR). 
 
In the income/cost subsystem (Figure 1a), the delivery quantity would directly affect the 
shortages. In the practical application, the unit penalty cost of shortages is determined by 
the amount of shortages. This means that a bigger shortage might generate a higher unit 
penalty cost. In the case study considered in the SD model, the shortage cost per unit product 
is seen as a function of increase in shortages . In addition, the transportation (delivery) cost 
per unit product is considered as a decreasing function of delivery quantity, and holding cost 
is calculated by the unit product price multiplied by the holding cost rate. The total cost 
includes the fixed costs, HR costs, transportation (delivery) costs, holding costs, shortage 
(penalty) costs, and production costs. Only the income presents the revenue from selling the 
delivery quantity.  
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Figure 1a: Income/cost subsystem 

 

Figure 1b: Order/production subsystem 

 

Figure 1c: Human resource (HR) subsystem 
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In the order/production subsystem (Figure 1b), order quantity and shortage quantity affect 
the production demand. The material inventory and production demand affect the available 
materials where it depends on which one is less. In addition, the available materials, 
production capacity, and cycle time could directly constrain the production quantity. The 
production capacity is estimated practically by the organisation in every time interval; 
however, an organisation can adjust its production capacity if it needs to. The customer 
demand needs some time to become the order quantity and the material demand; thus it is 
called the time delay. In addition, that material demand, which needs some time to become 
the inventory, is also presented. 
 
In addition, available material would affect the production quantity. The production quantity, 
which is constrained by production capacity, is also presented in the subsystem. Besides, the 
production quantity would influence the delivery quantity, and the delivery quantity would 
directly affect the shortage parts. Based on the above-mentioned viewpoint, a better 
inventory policy and production capacity might reduce the penalty cost of shortage products.  
 
In the HR subsystem (Figure 1c), two types of HR are discussed: full-time and part-time. An 
HR subsystem considers that a higher input of HR would speed up the production rate. Such a 
phenomenon is provided in the relationship between the production cycle time and total HR. 
A higher HR input would result in less cycle time,  and a lower cycle time would bring a 
higher production rate.. In addition, this subsystem also considers that a higher production 
demand leads to a higher HR input. The model in this study was constructed using a part-time 
HR input because, if a part-time HR input is adopted, it can decrease the cost pressure of HR 
for an organisation. The HR subsystem (Figure 1c) shows that production demand would 
affect the HR demand, and the gap between HR demand and full-time HR would lead to the 
consideration of recruiting part-time HR. This work also tries to reveal the better HR policy 
that satisfies the changes in various production environments. The full model that integrates 
the three subsystems is presented in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: SD model 
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3 MODEL VALIDITY 

There are three stages of model validity for SD: direct structure tests, structure-oriented 
behaviour tests, and behaviour pattern tests. This study draws on Barlas’ [4] suggestions 
when testing the model’s validity. The direct structure tests were carried out first, then the 
structure-oriented behaviour tests, and finally the behaviour pattern tests.  
 
In this study, direct structure tests were used to conduct a structure-confirmation test and a 
parameter-confirmation test. The author recommends that in the structure-confirmation 
test, production engineers compare each relationship (mathematical equation or any form of 
logical relationship) individually with available knowledge about the real system. The 
function of ‘model check’ in Vensim should then be applied to assess the validity of the 
structure, as shown in Figure 3. 
 

 

Figure 3: The model check in Vensim 

The second direct structure test, the parameter confirmation, evaluates the constant 
parameters against knowledge of the real system, both conceptually and numerically [14]. 
The major parameters of the proposed model are customer demand and contract request. In 
a real system, production is made in response to customer demand and delivered upon a 
contract request. When customer demand occurs, the delivery quantity and desired delivery 
time would take place some time after the customer demand (Figure 4). The third direct 
structure test, the dimensional consistency test, checks for dimensional consistency in the 
right-hand side and left-hand side of each equation. There are no dummy scaling parameters 
after conducting the dimensional consistency test. 
 
This research then conducts the structure-oriented behaviour tests, extreme-condition test, 
and behaviour sensitivity test to assess the validity of the structure indirectly by applying 
certain behaviour tests to model-generated behaviour patterns [14]. An extreme-condition 
(indirect) test involves assigning an extreme value to a selected parameter and comparing 
the model-generated behaviour with the observed (or anticipated) behaviour of the real 
system under the same ‘extreme condition’. This work tries to test two extreme conditions: 
customer demand equals zero, and really high customer demand. The production quantity, 
stock quantity, shortage, and income all equal zero if the customer demand is zero. In 
addition, when the customer demand is very high, the production quantity and stock quantity 
would be limited because of the constrained production capacity. These phenomena are 
shown in Figures 5a and 5b. 
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Figure 4: The customer demand and contract request 

 

Figure 5a: Customer demand is zero 
 

Figure 5b: Customer demand is very high 

The behaviour sensitivity test consists of determining those parameters to which the model is 
highly sensitive, and asking whether the real system would exhibit similarly high sensitivity to 
the corresponding parameters. This study deletes the customer demand from day 42 to 69, 
and the corresponding production quantity decreases from day 43, and reaches zero on day 
45. In addition, the production quantity increases from day 62 because of the process of 
preparing to satisfy future customer demand. This test can reveal the behaviour sensitivity of 
the proposed model (shown in Figure 6a). 
 

 

Figure 6a: Behaviour sensitivity test  

 

Figure 6b: Behaviour pattern test
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4 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In the original (baseline scenario) situation, the original replenishment policy for materials 
states that materials need to be replenished if the material demand is greater than the 
inventory, but that there is no replenishment if the material demand is lower than the 
inventory. This study treats such a policy as the original policy. The baseline scenario also 
includes the original production capacity during each simulated period: the original 
production capacity is shown in Figure 8a. The above-mentioned data is extended from the 
historical data that was introduced in Section 3. The original (baseline scenario) situation is 
inserted into the proposed SD model in order to simulate the MTO production. Figure 7a 
reveals that there is a great gap between the number of contract requests and delivery in the 
original (baseline scenario) situation. Similarly, a great amount of shortage can be found by 
applying the original situation (Figure 7b). 
 

 

Figure 7a: The delivery analysis 

 

 

Figure 7b: The shortage produced by 
applying original policy 

To improve the original (baseline scenario) situation of shortages, enhancing the production 
capacity can normally increase the production/delivery quantity, and thus the shortage 
amount can be reduced. Figures 8a and 8b present the increase in production capacity and 
the change in shortages respectively. The simulation results show that shortage quantity does 
not improve significantly after an increase in production capacity. The simulation results 
show that the shortage amount decreases from 115,632 to 101,710 units during the 
simulation period – that is, the improvement rate is only around 12 per cent.  
 
The improvement rate of the shortage is not significant after increasing production capacity, 
and thus the replenishment policy of the material inventory might play another key role in 
improving the shortage. Therefore, this paper tries to change the replenishment policy for 
materials as follows. The comparison of original policy is to replenish the gap plus 2,500 units 
if material demand is greater than inventory quantity, or to replenish 2,500 units if material 
demand is lower than inventory. A compared policy seems better because the shortage 
amount is decreasing from 115,632 to 61,984 units during the simulation period, that is, the 
improvement rate is around 46 per cent (shown in Figure 9a). In addition, this study conducts 
another scenario where the compared replenishment policy and an enhancement in 
production capacity are both applied. This study finds that a significant improvement exists 
because the shortage amount decreases from 115,632 to 12,107 units during the simulation 
period, and the improvement rate is around 90 per cent (shown in Figure 9b). Based on the 
above discussion, it is easy to understand that the most important variable that influences 
the shortage is the quantity of material inventory. It means that the replenishment policy 
should be considered first if a large shortage occurs. 
 
In addition, with regard to HR, whenever the compared replenishment policy and an 
enhancement in production capacity are applied, the part-time HR seems to remain at a 
lower level because of the increased production capacity; the HR has no strong tendency to 
reduce the cycle time of production (increasing the production rate) (Figure 10a,b). 
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Figure 8a: The increase in production 
capacity 

 
Figure 9a: The shortage between original 

and adopted replenishment policy 

 

Figure 10a: The part-time HR under the 
original and two policies 
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Figure 10b: The cycle time between the 
original and the two policies

 

Figure 11: The impact of part-time HR on four factors 
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The simulation results also reveal that the change in production capacity or the increase in 
material inventory might only slightly retard the recruitment of part-time HR (Figure 11). 
Therefore it cannot cause the part-time HR to stay at a lower level. On the other hand, 
adopting an increase in the replenishment of material inventory and enhancing the 
production capacity would keep the part-time HR at the lower level during most of the 
simulation period (Figure 11). Actually, by adopting both policies, the part-time HR could 
stay at the lowest level, and thus the HR cost would be minimised. 
 
In this production case, the quantity request is 207,000 units during the simulation period. In 
the original (baseline scenario) case, the whole delivery quantity is only 91,368 units due to a 
lack of material inventory and production capacity. After adopting another scenario where 
the compared replenishment policy and production capacity enhance are both applied, the 
simulated delivery quantity is up to 193,899 units. Originally, the completion rate of the 
original (baseline scenario) case for the delivery request is only 44.14 per cent. After 
adopting another scenario (compared replenishment and enhancement of capacity policies), 
the completion rate quickly rises to 93.67 per cent (Figure 12a). The production/delivery 
analysis is shown in Figure 12b. It is revealed that production is a continuous accumulated 
process to satisfy the requested delivery quantity in a specific time. Such a phenomenon is 
shown in Figure 12b. 

 

Figure 12a: The delivery analysis by 
adopting two policies 

 

Figure 12b: The production/delivery 
analysis by adopting two policies 

5 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

When searching for an optimal replenishment of material policy, the following sensitivity 
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inventory – this policy can obtain the critical point because the extra units added will not 
catch the lower shortage (Figure 13a). At this time, the shortage amount is 1,436 units.  
 
The next step in improving shortage is considered in what follows. When the simulation result, 
a shortage, is checked, it reveals that all shortages occurred from time 19 to time 29 when 
the “3500 units added” policy was adopted (Figure 13b). Then an organisation would check 
the production capacity and production yield during this time interval. From the SD model, it 
is found that the production yield remains at its level of up to 90 per cent during the period 
from time 19 to time 29, but that the production capacity seems significantly below that of 
the other time intervals (Figure 8a). Therefore, a good suggestion would be to try to raise the 
production capacity from time 19 to 29 for further shortage improvement. 
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Figure 13a: The sensitivity analysis of the replenishment policy 

 

Figure 13b: The shortage quantity of the “3500 units added” policy 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

An SD model of MTO production was constructed, along with a simulation of this production. 
The time delay between customer demand, order quantity, material demand, production 
demand, and inventory were all considered. In addition, this work considered that HR, the 
amount of delivery quantity, and the amount of shortages all affect the cycle time, unit 
transportation cost, and unit penalty (shortage) cost respectively. The production capacity, 
yield, and holding cost to satisfy the practical situation were also considered. 
 
This work applies an SD model to simulate the amount of shortage (delivery conformity) in an 
MTO production. An SD model can reveal quick changes in system behaviour through changes 
in input data or policies. In addition, the simulation results from an SD model can provide a 
referenced production schedule under the given situations of production capacity, HR, 
replenishment of material policy, and so on. Moreover, an SD model can calculate quickly the 
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most important factor that affects shortage. A sensitivity analysis was also conducted to 
suggest the optimal policy for the replenishment of material. Furthermore, an SD model can 
respond quickly to changes in system behaviour, and such a characteristic would allow an 
organisation enough time to cope with unpredictable situations. In summary, this study 
provides a valuable decision support tool through the application of computer software. That 
is, another organisation can duplicate this study to predict its problems by changing its input 
functions and policies only. 
 
Recommendations for future research include the need to develop a mathematical model to 
deal with the situations of the layout of production lines according to the simulated 
production quantity in every production time. In addition, sudden changes in production 
capacity and the sudden insertion of new orders need to be considered in future 
investigations and discussions. Moreover, it is highly recommended that a subsystem of 
product quality be developed. In summary, this study can offer a valuable tool to deal with 
the improved performance of MTO production in an organisation. 
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